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PREFACE
This report is hnsed on a study and practical experiences
of the writer in the develop'nment of a program in religious
education. It is primarily concerned with group work in re¬
ligious education. This practical experience was with a
group of primary children six, seven, and eight-year-old
boys and girls, and a group of kindergarten children^ three,
four and five-year-old boys and girls. There is much to be
gained on the part of the group and the leader in the ex¬
change of experiences. In an effort to help others grow
the worker is also enabled to grow.
Religious Education is a relatively new field and is
still in the experimental stage. Thus, the writer sought aid
from those she felt capable of giving her help. The writer
then wishes to express genuine appreciation to every person
who has helped in the development of this report. Their
suggestions, corrections, and patience have been very helpful.
I am particularly grateful to Professor Prince A. Taylor,
Head of the Department of Religious Education at Cammon
Theological Seminary. His guidance and direction has helped
me in class and conference periods.
I would like also to express my appreciation to the
director of the Bethlehem Community Center^ Mrs. Mary Lou
McCrary, who made it possible for me to do my project work
there and lend me assistance. And to Mrs. Arthur W. Swann^
who offered guidance during conference oeriods.
CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF LEADER'S PROJECT
In the field of Religious Education there are many
areas for guidance in the lives of people of all ages, situ¬
ations and places. It is of great concern to many that we
touch the lives of little children. It is to our interest
to aid in the development of wholesome and complete living
in the early years of their lives.
For such a realization of development and guidance as
cited above, a project in religious education was selected.
It was designed to provide worthwhile experiences for kinder¬
garten and primary children.
Such a project is not set forth as a medium of keeping
children off the streets or keeping them amused by recreation
and handwork. It is rather an educational process
proposed to develop the spiritual, social, moral, and mental
life of children. Its concern is the symmetrical develop¬
ment of the child, with many factors entering in to make
this possible.
The leader recognizes that one of the main purposes
set forth is to help these young people to grow in themselves
the ability to live as Christians. The leader is aware that
this is not an over-night process of change, nor is it a
verbal process alone, pushing down their throats teachings
of Jesus and of the lives of great men which have little
or no meaning for them. It must be realized that all of
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life's experiences have relation to the child's development
of Christian ways of thinking, feeling, and acting. This
part of growth is not apart from life but rather life Itself.
We must seek to develop within our pupils the ability
and the desire to interpret moral situations in terms of the
life and teachings of Jesus. Character is the result of
much experience tinder the guidance of Christian leaders. It
is the teacher's business to bring God into the conscious¬
ness of the child as one who has an interest in the decision
he makes in moral situations. The child must be led to see
his life in relation to God's will for the world, and show
him the meaning of righteousness in terms of a life lived
in harmony with this Holy will. A child must face these
problems and make his own decisions. The leader can only
guide. Growth can be recognized only when that growth in
character results from the decisions, initiative, and re¬
sponsibility of the pupil.
We have taught about God, but we have not always
succeded in giving the pupils an experience of God. You
cannot substitute telling for the child's own experience.
Anyone who lives with a child will know that his everyday
experiences and questions present abvindant opportunity for
the kind of guidance which will lead to discovery on his
1
part.
1. Paul H. Vleth, Teaching for Christian Living, p.29
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To discover God is not enough. Out of the conviction
that God is, must grow an attitude of faith resulting in
love, dependenoe, trust, submission and gratitude. Every
child should learn to know that experience of joyful,
personal communion which is the privilege of a child with
his father. Man does not simply stand and admire the Being
whom he calls God. He lives in the conviction that he can
hold communion with God. Such communion comes through the
sharing of God's purposes and work through righteous living
and service to humanity.
Another purpose of the leader's project is to help
children draw relations and connect their life's experiences
and to help the children know Jesus as a friend and helper.
It is to our Interest that the children develop a growing
appreciation of the personality and teachings of Jesus.
From him such guiding principles as kindness, helpfulness
and love may be expressed in their lives. Activities,
stories, songs, and dramatization help to lead the children
in the development of such spirit that is set forth in this
purpose.
Children will learn to live, work, and play happily
together. The lessons are planned to provide the necessary
occasion for children so to express themselves.
1, Paul H. Vieth, Teaching for Christian Living, p.33
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Another purpose Is to help children learn to know and
love God. To help them have an appreciation of the work of
God and his orderliness. Also to give them a sense of
belonging to God‘8 family. They can learn to associate God's
gifts of day and night, and all growing things with the idea
- 1
of His love and watchful care over all.
The group proposes to develop in the thought of these
children the idea that each child amounts to something. It
is also the intention of the leader to develop in these
children the idea that there is love and care for them in
the hearts of people, and give them the security that they
need.
A final yet important purpose of the project is to
lead the child into a meaningful worship experience. "The
worship element should be the heart of the school of relig¬
ion. It is through worship that the child may be brought
into relationship with the Heavenly Father. It is through
worship that life experiences may be lifted to the realm
of the religious and seem in terms of eternal valves. It
is through worship that the quality which we call religion
2
may be added to all experience.*
It must be remembered that informal and spontaneous
experiences of worship can occur as the culmination of a
1. Lula Doyle Baird, ^he Church at Work with Primary, p.ll
2. Paul H. Vieth, Teaching £or Christian Living, p.222
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good diacussion, or during an outing or even during a parti¬
cular activity. Any number of worshipful experiences may
arise from planting seeds, observing flowers, rocks and
trees; the earth, sky, moon, and sun.
The importance cf such a project to the children will
be seen in the reactions they make to given situations and
how well they are able to face their problems. A project
designed to understand children and provide for them this
matter of "living" which will help them to meet many of
their needs is of great importance. Every availabe opportu¬
nity is given to draw out the creativity, originality,
initiative, skill and leadership ability in each Child.
The project seeks to promote cooperation, appreciation, wider
contacts and a spirit of sharing. Every opportunity is
sought to give tne children a sense of belonging. This
creates in every child a sense of true worth. It enables
these children to develop positive attitudes of loyalty,
honesty and consideration for others.
X. W. Dyer Blair, The New Vacation Church School, p.73
CHAPTER II
Purposes are certainly necessary in any program or
group work, but are they mere ideas, or do they come as a
result of deeply rooted principles wnich are actually a
part of the life of the leader? A leader must first have
tne conviction that these purposes are real, and not high
sounding phrases. A leader must have "lived* or must have
become so intergrated into this thing which she advocates
until she fervently believes in it.
Certainly there could not be an effective project
unless there are definite principles set forth. All leaders
must have something definite in mind concerning how and why
they need to direct their group.
It is well that tne writer is influenced by the thoughts
of others whose principles have become a part of her life
and thought. One vital principle is that individuals are
of supreme worth. The Christian outlook on life has a re¬
spect for every person and an obligation to seek his highest
good. Such a principle needs no elaboration, for what
better conviction does a leader need than to believe that
every child in her group has something in his life that is
of supreme worth? This has been pointed up again and again
in the leader's group experience. For it is clearly shown
that though one child may not excel in one respect, if
1. L.K.Hall, "Religious Education and Group Work", Religious
Education.p.267, Vol.XI,No.5, September-October 1945
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given the proper guidance and opportunity he will excel at
something else. There is value in each child which lends
itself to proper development if it is carefully guided.
There are diversities of gifts, but it is the spirit
of mutuality and interplay of free personalities within
the fellowship that is of greatest importance here. A
child given the opportunity to be Christian throughout in
the group reveals much of what is embedded in this indi-
1
vidual worth.
Creative group wor^ we must remember^ is not automatically
Christian work. "There is a need to enlist in developing
groups which in spirit and practice are Christian in various
aspects of their lives and in making Christian decisions.
They need to learn prayer and worship as a resource in their
lives, we have a unique obligation and an opportunity to
2
develop distinctively Christian group work."
Leaders of Religious Education must recognize^ among
other major principles, that it is ours to lead pupils into
actual experiences in Christian living through participation.
But this cannot be done unless the leaders have a knowledge
of human development, an understanding of moods, abilities,
interests and problems of the age group with which :thejr.
1. L. K. Hall, "Religious Education and Group work". Religions
Education, p.267, Vol.XI, No.5, September-October 1945
2. Paul M. Limbert, "Religious Education", Group Work in
Religious Education, p.267
must vork
They must know that every part of life Is related to
every other part. Hence, whatever contributes to well round¬
ed personal development is the concern of Christian education.
Whatever a child experiences in relation to the group program
or its leaders it has an important bearing upon the kind of
direction that the leader will give to its development.
The program must provide for individual differences. Ideas
and responses which are very different may be equally
creative and valuable. A leader must have the full awareness
that creative experience is essential to the best personali¬
ty development. Childfen need help in realizing their
creative abilities. They need to learn skills which will
facilitate creative expression.
Above all a feeling of security is a necessary factor
in personality development. This is an important need of
children. It will take time to help children develop a
feeling of security. Some will feel more secure than others,
thus, much attention must be given at this point. Express¬
ing an attitude of friendliness and affection for each
child and an appreciation for accomplishments are great
aids to this feeling of security. A child given an oppor¬
tunity to express his thoughts whether they have direct
value or not on a particular problem, can be made to feel
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his own worth or success if he is guided properly. Through
activity and discussion development of this sort can be re¬
cognized. It is necessary to develop an atmosphere where¬
by confidence and security are present.
Another principle upon which a leader must place
definite value is upon self-activity in all persons. ”If
persons are of final worth, then every particular instance
of self activity has within it something of impeachable
validity. To discover just what this impeachable validity
something requires Is often to take a part some physical
or social tangle; it requires also disciplined self know-
1
ledge on the part of us^the dissent-anglers."
It must be remembered that attention is not solely on
the child's success in grasping the subject matter for re¬
gardless of how beautiful and true it may be as a means to
an end, the end sought is a certain desired change in the
life, thought, and experience of the child. This does
not infer that the*material we teach is unimportant, nor
can we be called good teachers unless we make use of in¬
teresting, fruitful, and inspiring subject matter. Emphasis
is to be placed on those taught not solely the subject
matter.
In religious education we seek to lead our pupils into
actual experiences in Christian living through participation
1. George Albert Coe, What is Christian Education?. p.60?
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in the situation of life under guidance. See that the
Christian Ideals find expression in conduct. There is an
attempt to guide pupils in real and genuine Christian
living day by day.
We may mention books, institutions, procedures and
persons of this and that religion, but the main objective
lies in the effort to expose the child to the spirit of
religion common to all religions, the spirit of questing
for the good, the spirit of reverence for the good, the
spirit of devotion to the good.
Aims in religious teaching as set forth by Bett'
help to serve as a guide to leaders.
•1. Fruitful knowledge of religious truths that
can be set at work in the daily life of the
child now and in the years that lie ahead.
2. Right attitudes: the religious warmth,
responsiveness, interest, ideals, loyalties,
and enthusiasms which lead to action and to
a true sense of what is worth while.
3. Skill in living: the power and will to use
the religious knowledge and enthusiasms
supplied by education in shaping the acts
and conduct of the dally life."®
1. "Objectives in Religious Education!,, a panel discussion,
Rellslous Education, Vol.Xi, No2, March-April 1947.p.97
2. George Herbert Betts, How ^ Teach Religion, p.47
CHAPTER III
A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
There are questions that may arise in a reader's mind
as to whether such a project as proposed by the writer is
necessary. Is there need for guidance outside the home,
school and church? What of the community in which these
children live? Are there churches? Is there provided a
supervised recreational program? What of some of the parents
with whose presence these children are in constant contact?
It is necessary to know, in part at least, the background
and conditions where such a project is needed. Perhaps
a project such,as the writer would like to describe would
be quite difficult without some explanation of the total
situation in which these children are to be found.
The children with whom our Immediate concern lies are
located in Atlanta, Georgia in a community known as South
Atlanta. In this particular community are to be found
gambling houses, juke joints, wine and beer stores and
other vices. These elements are distracting and detrimental
to the lives of men, women and especially children. A
community in which these children must Inevitably come in
contact with these vices will endanger their lives in the
development of wholesome living. One grammar school. Gammon
Theological Seminary, and five churches are to be found
also in this community.
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It is easy to understand that in a community where
parka and recreational buildings are lacking, problems are
likely to exist. More especially is this true in the light
of the economio status of parents who are not at home to
supervise their children. These children are left primarily
to make their own choices whether for good or bad. Guidance,
a most important element in the growth of children, is then
needed where the church, school and home leave off.
A reader might wonder about the economic status of
these people in whom we are interested. Although we can
only give a rough estimate of the home owners in this area,
they own about sixty per cent of their homes. There is
evidence of overcrowded conditions. From visitations the
writer knows that there is a vast need of rooms in most
of these homes. All members are not adequately acconflkkidt^
especially with the addition of aunts, uncles, or grandparent
there to share the small dwellings. The conditions which
the homes are seen range from very poor to good. It is in¬
deed unfortunate that the poorest dwelling is that of a
dilapidated, condemned building.
These incidents do not give us a clear picture of the
total economic condition of those whom the writer touches
constantly, but they throw some light on the group with
which she works. They direct her to a better understanding
of many problems that may arise. In the light of these
13
elements she will now describe the project.
In this community, called South Atlanta, is, located
the Bethlehem Community Center, centered in the southeast
corner of the campus of Gammon Theological Seminary. The
Bethlehem Community Center was set up five years ago to
help meet some of the prevailing needs of the community,
designed to provide wholesome, supervised, recreational
activities. Clubs were organized to fit the age groups
and a kindergarten for the purpose of relieving working
parents with children whose ages range from three to five.
The groups were formed under the auspicies of the
Bethlehem Community Center, with the guidance of Mrs. C.C,
McCrary and Mrs. Arthur W. Swann, through announcements
and notices sent out to all interested groups, children
and adults were invited to come and engage in wholesome
actitrities. Children whose ages range from six through
eight were invited to the Playmates Club,
The name of this club was given by the directors of
the Bethlehem Community Center. The children nor the
leader chose this name. This club known as the Playmates
Club, is a religious club with emphasis on the child in¬
stead of solely the Bible. Bible stories, verses, worship,
activities, outings, dramatizations all are employed to
enable the child to relate experiences that are real and
meaningful.
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This group meets In a room In the Bethlehem Community
Center known as the "Olubroora".
Though the number has ranged as high as fifteen in
attendance, the regular members consist of only nine.
There are four eight year old, three seven year olds, and
two six year old children.
In order to become full members in any club at the
Center, a membership fee is collected. The fee varies with
the age groupings. The adults pay one dollar per year,
youth fifty cents per year, and those under twelve twenty-
five cents per year. An attendance of tnree meetings along
with the fee makes one eligible for membership.
The Playmates Club meets every Monday afternoon from
the hours of three to five o'clock. The meeting was schedul
ed to meet from the hours of three-thirty to four-thirty,
but these children arrive around three o'clock and plead to
remain until five o'clock, so the leader agreed with them •
so meetingglast until five o'clock weekly.
A descripticn of these children whose names appear in
the program of action, will serve to enlighten the reader
to the various reactions among them as found in the program
in action. Mack Brown is of a, family of six members. He
is the third child of four children. His parents are now
attending school. His father a student at Gammon and his
1
mother a student at Clark College. His parents are ex-
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tremely Interested in his development other than that of
playing. He is of an apparently happy family. On becoming
a member of the club he wanted only to color and play, it
has been observed that he is obedient, cheerful, unselfish
(normally so) and kind. Mack is six years old and in the
first grade.
John Brown is of the same family background as Mack
Brown, the second child of four children. He is very un¬
stable and loud-talking, tires easily of activities. He
is able to blend colors well and cut neatly. He partici¬
pates frequently in the conversational period and has an
appreciation of stories and pictures. John is seven years
and in the second grade.'
Dora Mays lives with her mother, grandmother, aunt,
sister, brother and nephew. She is the oldest of the
children. The mother has a high school education and is
able to help her children in many ways. They are seemingly
a happy family even if the father is not there; the mother
and father are divorced. The children are given much
occasion to share responsibility of the home, such as cook¬
ing, washing and helping with house work. Dora is coopera¬
tive, shares, kind to others, shy but works well with others.
She is eight years old, and in the second grade.
Clarence Mays is of the same background as Dora. He
(Names of children and their relatives used in this material
are fictitious, for obvious reasons.)
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too is very shy; yet cooperative, cheerful and kind. He
has very little initiative and depends upon his sister for
his work. Clarence is seven years old and in the first
grade.
Jane King formerly lived with friends of her parents.
When her parents worked dally, she lived with friends of the
family. At present she lives with her parents and her
uncle's family. Her mother is a nurse and her father is a
painter. They rent a poor two-story condemned frame struc¬
ture. She is dominating and very selfish, she is eight
years old and in the second grade,
Willie King lives in the same house with Jane. His
father and mother work. He has a younger brother and sister.
Willie seems to be kind and works well with the group. He
is six years old and in, the first grade. This family rents
along with Jane's family.
Diana Jones lives with her parents, an aunt, and grand¬
mother. There is definite overcrowdedness in this family.
Diana is an only child in her family. There has been con¬
stant sickness in her family which adds a financial burden.
She is eight years old and in the second grade.
Francis Blair lives with her parents and one sister.
Her mother attends college. Her father is a Methodist
Minister. There is literature and musical instruments in
her home. This family rents an apartment with many families
living in fairly close contact. This member is very dom-
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inatlng and very advanced for ner age. She Is a grade
ahead of the average child. She is eight and in the tnird
grade.
Fred McCormick is of a family of five. He is the
youngest member of tne family. There are two girls and one
boy. The parents work daily. Fred is in the first grade.
The family seems to be quite comfortable and happy together.
This child is shy and takes little responsibility; this may
be due to the fact tnat tne older girls do too much for him.
In such a project with these facte in mind about each
child, it is with much effort, patience, and study that the
leader was set to the task of attempting to make religion
"live" for these children. Because of the observation and
visitations she has set up specific objectives. She has
become aware, through study and experience, tnat religion
is not apart from life but is living, itself. Upon this
basis she is able to set up these objectives:
1. To acquaint these children with a portion of
tne life of Jesus, in the hope tnat they will
themselves desire to be like him.
2. To develop a sense of security in children.
3. To develop a sense of courtesy toward others.
4. To develop creative thoughts, activities and ex¬
pression in children.
5. To develop cooperativeness, and initiative.
6. To secure a knowledge of other peoples and
develop an appreciation of tnem.
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7. To help children know that religion Is life
and not a monster to force them to he "good".
8. To help children realize their own worth,
9. To share love, affection and kindliness with
the group.
Another phase of the project is the kindergarten.
These children come from the same community as do the children
of the Playmates Club. They fit the same description with
regard to community life and conditions.
The children that attend the kindergarten range in age
from three to five years. Children under three are not per¬
mitted. The kindergarten is divided into two groups, a
morning and an afternoon group. The morning group arrives
at nine o'clock and departs at twelve. The afternoon group
arrives at one o'clock and departs at four o'clock. The
writer is connected in the afternoon group. There are
approximately fourteen enrolled in this group.
These children meet in a room provided for kindergarten
use. There is limited equipment, yet it is well adapted to
the groups. The room is spacious but not large enough for
a playroom and many other activities which these children
should engage. On warm fair days however, the children
play outside, the equipment being a sand box, a sliding
board and two swings. This offers a grand opportunity for
children to develop the practice of sharing. They are
given opportunity to express themselves creatively in con-
19
versatlon, activities and a play period. They axe given
opportunities, also, to take on responsibility such as
bringing in their toys and putting them away immediately

































Get acquainted meeting; Introduction of
the nature of the club.
Lesson on Nazareth School; Activity
Making headdresses.
Halloween Party; Activity making Halloween
Masks.
Lesson continued on School of Jews;
Activity coloring headdress; dramatization.
Lesson on Village of Nazareth. Activity
making a Palestinian House.
Worship; Story of Jews neighbors; continue
Palestinian Ifouse.
Thanksgiving emphasis; Songs, Litany, Free
expression.
Worship; conversation period;
Theme "God's gift of Jesus"; Activity
making a booklet of advent of Jesus.
Worship through listening to Christmas
Carols. Lesson "The first Christmas";
Activity continue work on booklets.
Singing Christmas Carols, story, activity
making decorations for the Christmas tree.
Worship; Lesson "Peoples of the World".
Activity gathering pictures for songbook.
Worship; Lesson on China; Activity
Begin scrapbook on China for this meeting.
Songs, Story by pupil, "Peoples of the
Earth", continuing scrapbook.
Completion of scrapbook. Conversattion
and free expression throughout the meeting.




March 7,»48 Conversational Period, Free discussion
about Jesus; Trip to Orphanage.
March 15,'48 Emphasis on Easter; Peter Discovers Easter.
March 32,»48 A trip to the Carrie Steele Pitts
Orphanage.
April 5,'48 New Unit. Emphasis on Following the Great
Teacher; Make friezes.
April 12,'48 Unit continued "Following the Great Teacher"
Activity continued.
April 19,'48 Unit continuesj Followers of Jesus help make
the earth full of loving kindness. Activity
continued.
April 26,'48 Unit continued; Followers of Jesus show love
unto stranger.
May 3,'48 A trip to Grant Park.
May 10,'48 Discussion of the trip to Grant Port;
Activity making clay animals.
CHAPTER V
THE PLAYMATES' PROGRAM IN ACTION
Thia phase of the writer's report will reveal the success,
failures and experience that were hers in launching the program
of the Playmates Club in the school year of '46 and *47.
The first meeting of the Playmates Club assembled on
October 16, 1947, Five children entered the room to become
members. These children were acquainted one with the other.
The leader only had to introduce herself. This meeting's
emphasis were centered on organization and introduction of
the nature of the club. The leader asked the children for
expressions on what they were thinking and expecting. A
general unrest was soon observed on the part of the little
girls. In their response to the leader's request such
expressions as, "we don't want little boys in our club, they
don't belong here". "We want to cook and sew", "Miss", said
one of the little boys, "where are the boxing gloves?" To
be sure there was a grand disappointment on these little
faces. At this point came a burst of children into the
room, all looking for ganes to play. "Perhaps" said the
leader, "you would like for me to tell you some of the things
we plan to do in this club. We are going to learn stories,
songs, litanys, dramatization and engage in many activities
which you will be Interested in. You will tell me some of
the things you would like to do. I think we can become in¬
terested in Jesus; you know he is interested in all little
- 23
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children.* The leader then told the children a story about,
Jesus^ a lover of children. These children seemed somewhat
Interested. They observed some pictures of Jesus that were
placed around the wall and asked the leader If they might
suggest what Jesus was doing. A little later one little
girl asked If we might sing some songs. They led some of
the familiar songs they had learned perhaps sometime ago.
"Jesus loves me this I know" and "Sunbeam", The leader ask¬
ed if they knew the song "Friends, Friends, Friends", "no"
was the reply. "Then let us try to learn it some time, I
think we will enjoy singing it."
The meeting closed in a fairly interested spirit. The
leader cordially welcomed each child into the Club. Here
was a great opportunity■to direct these little children
which obviously needed help.
Our second meeting in the Playmates Club met October
20th. The meeting was fairly successful. We began it with
singing "Sunbeam" and "Friends, Friends, Friends". The
children enjoyed singing. With the children seated in a
semi-circle we began our conversational and lesson period.
We talked about school, what they did at school, how they
sat and how their seats were made. To such questions the
leader received immediate response. Then the question was
asked them, "wouldn’t you like to know the school Jesus
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attended?" "No", vias Jane King's reply. "I want to sew. Do
we have to listen to that." It is needless to say that this
was a disturbing element that needed attention. "Well, Jane,
no one has to listen but I thought that perhaps you would
like to know what Jesus' school was like." "I do", responded
Dora who listened quite attentively. "Well, what else are
we going to do?" "Since we are studying about Jesus' life
I thought we would make headdresses so that we could drama¬
tize our next lesson. What do you think about it?" All
thought it would be wonderful.
However, a minute before we ventured into our activity,
about eight children came. They were welcomed into the
Club. They expressed that they would like to become members.
We moved over to the tables where our cloth and crayons
were ready for us to begin work. Thinking every one was
present at the table, the leader began to give instructions
as to what was to be done. The children could use the
bright colors they wished dnd color the stripes as they
wished. The children worked diligently with their head¬
dresses. After giving final instruction the leader glanced
up a second only to find Jane still at her seat with her
legs crossed with a distinctly indifferent air. Since she
did not notice the glance, the leader continued to assist
the children as they continuously called on her for help.
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The children seemed to have so much fun doing their work
that Jane came over to the leader and expressed her desire
to join, ’’Oh", said the leader, "of course, I was sure
you had your piece of cloth and was busy." "Come let me
show you what we are doing. If we finish them we will use
them next week in our dramatization of the School Jesus
attended,"
One boy glanced out the window, there he saw a basket-
I
ball game, it claimed his attention even more than the
coloring so off to the playground he went before the leader
could open her mouth. Others worked on with their head¬
dresses because they wanted to complete them. But the lead¬
er must admit that the children’s attention was divided.
The children soon put their things away.
The meeting ended with a short worship period. However
the leader will not attempt to lead a. worship period until
she knows the atmosphere is conducive. The worship was
rather meaningless because the attention was still divided.
The meeting on October 27, 1947 was centered in play
and activity. The children played the following games:
1
"Button, Button, who has the Button", "Pretty Girl’s
2
Station" and "Who is knocking". The song games included
3





For the activity the children made Halloween Masks,
They enjoyed this very much. In such activity the children
had to cooperate, share and express themselves one to the
other. Yet there was observed acts of selfishness on the
part of Jane King and Roxy Green. On a whole however every
one seemed to have a sense of accomplishment at this meeting.
Each one admired his mask. They were not selfish enough not to
give credit to one whose mask they thought made best. "Dora*
many of them said, "you really made a good mask. You certain¬
ly know how to make things.
Clean up period was called and each child cleaned up the
paper that they had discarded.
In a meeting namely, November 3, 1947 the leader ob¬
served a great amount of participation on the part of the
children. This meeting began with four children oresent.
As the children came they immediately got their headdresses
and finished them. Although in a previous meeting there
was an enthusiasm to complete them they could not do so for
the limited time. Thus, the children completed their head¬
dresses at the beginning of this meeting. Immediately on
their completion they gathered in the semi-circle and be¬
gan to sing, "Friends, Friends, Friends".
"Is this the day we are supposed to play school Miss
Hogue?" "Yes, we will begin when all the headdresses are
completed." In the lesson and conversational period our
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attention was centered on the school Jesus attended. Frances
Blair seemed anxious to tell some of the things that she
thought were carried on in the school and village where
Jesus lived. After she stated her desire to tell, and told
of the scroll and the headdresses, the children pushed hack
the cnair and all were seated on the floor. The leader ex¬
claimed wonder if they repeated Bible verses, "I imagine
they did", someone replied. "Do you know any you would like
to repeat?" Three responses were made. Dora Mays couldn*t
think of one. Jane King insisted on telling her one. So
with her hands covering her mouth, Dora told one Jane had
suggested to her. We sang another song, "Tell me the stories
of Jesus",followed by the "Shema". Then the leader told a
story from the Old Testament, for that was the Scripture
Jesus used. The story was about Saul and David. Frances
added to the story by saying, "you know Saul was a King. I
think he had fits". Dora with her hand covering her mouth
asked, "what kind of fits?" The leader then told Dora that
we could not hear her with her mouth covered. But we
really want to hear what you said, we’re all interested in
knowing. Slightly moving her hands she repeated the ques¬
tion. She barely moved her hand but made some effort to
obey. The leader told the phase of the story that at times
the King would become very discontented, it seemed nothing
would please him very much but music. Then he sought some—
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one to play for him. David was found and played for him.
"Do you know what Instrument he played?","yes" answered
Jane, wasn't it a harp?"
After this snort dramatization the time was well spent
and it was time to go home. The children then pulled off
tneir headdresses and began to think of going home. This
meeting ended in a jubilant fashion.
There are in each meeting many points to check for
correction and attempt to create interest and meet the
children's need. At this time the leader has contacted all
the homes and has obtained information tnat is helpful in
directing the children. This has been depicted in one of
tne nrevlous chapters of this report.
It was almost Thanksgiving so the children came to the
meeting of November 24, 1947, filled with the spirit of
Thanksgiving. "Let's sing some Thanksgiving songs", they
suggested for you see it was near Thanksgiving. We joined
in singing "Come ye thankful people come", "We plough the
fields and scatter", and "For all the blessings of the
Year". These children wanted to sing these songs again
and again. They sang them twice then asked what will we
do next. "We're going to talk together today. I will tell
you a story, but you must tell me about Thanksgiving first
because I like to know things too. But before we talk
about Thanksgiving we would like to welcome our new friends
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that have come to join us. "But we don't want them, they
are too silly, on this meeting day Mack and John Brown
came to join the club therefore Increasing our enrollment.
Mack pronounced, "whether you welcome us or not, Miss Hogue
did, therefore, we will stay until she tells us to leave."
He was supported by his brother, "That's right, Mack."
Because of this hostile attitude showing forth, the
meeting was side tracked a bit to understand why the
hostility. The leader assured all that we would grow to
know each others ways, and like them. "You know we are
all different in a way, therefore sometimes we are not too
well understood but after we stay around people for awhile
we learn to love them if they are not too mean. We can
learn to be kind and welcome others in our club when they
come regardless to who they are. Boys, we welcome you and
very soon will all feel the same way."
The children talked about Thanksgiving and what it
meant to them. They expressed themselves beautifully,
however, this came on as a result of the previous influence
upon them of church and school.
The leader suggested play this time instead of activity.
(In play much could have been gained through attitude toward
each other). "No, please don't let's waste time playing.
We play at home and school. If we play there will be no
time for activity, we don't have much time for that else-
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where. Thus, they made folders for their son^and prayers
that they were learning. They would put them in the hook
at different times.
Clean up period was announced and the children re¬
luctantly put their things away and cleaned up. This time
they were not eager to put away their work. They grumbled
because they had to clean up. The leader attempted to ex¬
plain that we wouldn't like for any one to clean up the
trash we made. It is our responsibility to clean up.‘ We
have grown to be primary children we don't need help from
anyone else.
The second meeting in December the children took
another active part. This meeting began with eight children
present. As they entered the room Christmas Carols were
being played on the record player. The children entered
quietly and sat quiet, except for helping to sing two of
the songs. After the leader finished playing the records
the children requested them to be replayed. The leader
suggested that perhaps they would like them played at the
end of the meeting. That's alright if you will just play
one over again now. This was followed by a short litany
and prayer. The response was very good. After this short
worship, conversation took form. After listening to the
records they began to ask questions. They asked about the
Madonna, and out of seemingly "a blue sky", one girl asked,
"Have we always had Sunday?" The leader explained that
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Christians originated Sunday as the day of worship, Before
that time the Sabhath, which was Saturday was the day of
worship and of close shop. "Why did the Christians observe
Sunday?" A further question: "Because it was on the first
day of the week that Jesus arose from the grave. Just one
more question, "Why do white people hate Jews? They look
like they are white." Perhaps the leader should have left
this answer off but she attempted to answer as she knew
best. She told them that perhaps there are many answers
that are better, but where there are few jobs there will be
competition. The Jews cooperate very well together and
are progressive and the white people are perhaps jealous
at this point. But remember, Jew is the name of a religious
group not racial. Hatred stems from ihany things so we will
have to study and find out. The children who asked this
question did not belong to this club, the music drew them
there. The question that they asked were of little con-
cern to the children which were in the primary group.
The leader finally directed the meeting back to th^
story of "The First Christmas". Emphasis was placed on
celebration, and why Christmas is celebrated rather than
so much stress on the Baby Jesus. Mrs. Roebuck, whose
influence the leader is aware of, stresses the fact that
Christmas should be stressed because of the great work
Christ did, not his babyship. Another thing she stressed
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was not to supress questions children asked the leader;
used the® helpful hints at this point.
In previous meetings some of which have been ommitted
in this report, children have asked questions with reference
to the race issue. Such questions as are there any differ¬
ence between white people and Chinese? Or why some people
are white and some black? Can Chinese see while they are
little children? Are white people crazy? These questions
and many others cannot be ignored because these children
are in search of truths. Here a definite need and interest
was aroused on the part of the children. The leader then
planned a unit of work around different peoples. Not too
much can be learned but many distorted ideas can be correct¬
ed.
To begin this unit of work on "other Peoples", the
leader realized it would be effective to start to work where
the children are and find out more concerning their thoughts
on race. So it was planned for the meeting of January 5,'48
that as the children enter the room their interest would
center around the picture of Jesus and the children. Around
him were, white, black, red, yellow and brown children. In
an effort to introduce this unit the leader let the children
express themselves freely after telling them about the
picture of Jesus and the children. The leader pointed out
that these children were alike in many respects - they sing.
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play, eat, talk, are happy, sad, mean, kind, share, which
all children do at some time. Mack Brown; "Are there really
yellow people?” "Yes” repeated the leader, ”the Chinese
are yellow people. They are yellow, but they have many good
habits like we have.” ”What do they eat?” "They eat a lot
of rice. Would you like to hear a story about a Chinese
family?” "Yes, but can Chinese babies really see?” "Of
course*said the leader, "they can see, they do have slant
eyes, but they are like you in the sense that they can see,
hear, smell, think, read and write. They are really not
different from you in that they are really like you in that
respect.”
After the story was activity period. A collection of
books, magazines and leaflets were placed on the table.
They were given the opportunity to pick out Chinese pictures.
This was indeed a learning experience because the children
often selected pictures that they asked for information on.
What is this, tell us about this picture, were the quest¬
ions that they asked the leader. There was also much free
expression. It was interesting to the leader to hear Dora
Mays and Clarence Mays speak out several times. Making,
suggestions and asking questions.
This unit covered a six week period. In this unit
was discussed Indians, Africans, Chinese and white peoples.
A scrap book was made that covered the pictures and a few
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facts about the races. The children had many experiences
that were worth while. Many instances of kindness were
extended, many instances of sharing. Jane King, one
whose attitude has been very hostile showed new signs of
kindness. She often used the words, "please" and "thank
you", and asked for things instead of jerking them. The
leader was somewhat pleased with her conduct and change
of attitude, but the leader is not so optimistic as to
believe this problem is solved. Such an attitude cannot
be changed once and for all in such a limited time. But
the leader is able to note a change in her attitude.
One can talk and somewhat make her realize herself her
worthwhileness and a change is quickly noted.
One breezy cold afternoon, February 23, 1948, three
boys came to the meeting. They looked at pictures that
were placed around the wall. Although the leader ex¬
plained the picture of "Jesus and the children" before.
Mack asked,"he was a good man wasn’t he?" "Yes" said
the leader. "Did he really love all those children?" "Of
course" replied the leader. "Jesus loved everybody and
especially little children." "Where is he now?" Before
he could get the answer, his brother replied "dead, of
course. You remebber they told us he died Christmas."
"I am certainly sorry to hear that", remarked Mack, "or
I would have tried to get to the funeral. They didn't let
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me know." it is very obvious that a definite problem was
oresented. A remark had to be given that would not damage
the child yet, no one answer could Immediately solve this
problem. "John", said the leader, "do you remember that
just a month ago we discussed the birth of Jesus; remember
that it was for that reason we celebrated Christmas?" "Do
you remember any Easter stories? They tell us that Jesus
died but he was such a good man that we never could forget
him." "Where is he now?" "Jesus lives in the hearts of
men, women, and children. We remember to be good because
of the things he taught us." "Well", said Mack, "have you
ever seen Jesus in me?" "of course, and so have you, remem¬
ber act kind to others, cheerfully help mother, ohi there
are many ways Jesus can be seen in you and all of us."
"Perhaps it would be interesting for us to continue
with Mack's question for another meeting: All of you seem
quite interested." The conversational period led into the
activity period which was completing the scrap book. Dora
Maya cam^to the meeting during the activity period. There
were no other girls, but she joined the boys and went
about her activity as if girls were there. They worked
happily together on their scrapbooks taking special care to
be kind one to the other.
The meeting ajoined after clean up period.
The fdllowing meeting of March 1, created the same
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Atmosphere as the previous session. When the children came,
the club room was not open, though the leader was early, one
of the directors had the key. We can meet on the steps
suggested one of the little girls for I have an idea to tell
you about. "May we make a Jesus book"? asked Jane. "It
sounds interesting", said the leader, "but tell me about
this Jesus book, I believe all of us are eager to learn a-
bout it. The director soon came so we entered the club
room.
After we entered the club room Jane continued, "You see
its nearing Easter and there are a lot of things we should
know about Jesus. Also there are many pictures we could get
about Jesus to put in the book." In a few minutes Francis
Blair entered the room, "I believe I'll color some," she
picked up a book which Jane claimed. They would have had
a grand disagreement but the leader asked whose book it was,
if it was Jane's and if Jane would like for Francis to
have it then it would be settled if not Francis should find
her another book. "She can have it" Jane responded, "I'll
get me another one."
"Let me tell you a story that reminds me so much of a
disagreement a little boy and his sister had. They had a
rabbit, the little girl wanted to roll it in her carriage,
the little boy wanted to train him for a show. They argued
until finally a little boy came along and said, "do you
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have a family council at home where your whole family votes
on the issue or disagreements that arise? We get a chairman,
and secretary and then the secretary presents the disagree¬
ment and the family make suggestions and they finally settle
upon one issue. They took a slip of paper and passed it to
each member of the family and they voted on the Issues.
The one that gets the most votes would win." "We would like
that in our club, that's a good way to settle things."
"Would you like to try it today?" "Yes", they all said.
"Well, who shall be the chairman of the day?" Jane suggested
Dora, they all agreed. The leader aided Dora in presenting
the issues to be voted upon. The issues were: (1) That we
make a "Jesus book". (2) That we color Books. All voted
to make a book about Jesus.
Jane asked, "did Jesus really live?" "No" answered
Dora, "That's make believe". The leader suggested that from
many accounts or from men that lived during the time that
Jesus did see him, talked with him and knew many things
about him. Some of the men who wrote in the New Testament
knew Jesus and wrote about him. "Weil, then he must have
lived.""We will study about that. I'm sure we can find
out more concerning Jesus." "Some people say his spirit
lives, how can that be? When we talk of spirits coming
back among people many people say that isn't true, of
course my grandmother says spirits come back." The leader
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commented: “When we think of Jesus, we think of the great
work he did. Teaching, preaching and healing people. He
was very kind to everybody. Many people are kind, that is
Jesus' spirit reflected in them. There are many people who
have been dead a long time and we still remember them and
sing songs about them. Remember, Abraham Lincoln, Thomas
Edison, George Washington. They have been dead for some
time. They gave us much to remember about them, but no one
has given as much for us to remember as Jesus has.
I cannot tell you that Spirits walk and come back to
see us for I have never seen on^; but tour imagination is so
strong that perhaps we think we feel the presence of a
loved one so near until we imagine they are present.
It's such a beautiful day, let's walk over to the Carrie
Steele Pitts Orphanage, suggested one of the little girls.
All were eager to go so we set out on our outing. All along
tne trip tne children expressed themselves freely. Clarence
said, "I'm going to California in September. I'll be going
to school there." "I hope you like it", said the leader.
"I'm sure all your playmates will miss you. But I'm sure
you will have a wonderful time." "The whole family is gotng
I'm going too,""I'll be going to a Catholic school next
year." said Jane, "I would have gone this year but I couldn't
get in. I'm going to be a Catholic." "Does your mother
know of your plans?" "Of course, she does. You see I lived
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with the nurse tnls summer and she is a Catholic. Francis
said that sne'd spend next summer in a boarding school be¬
cause she would be advanced enough to attend some school
in Florida,
When we arrived at the Orphanage the owner was there.
She was happy to know that these children were interested in
the children there. They were showed throughout the build¬
ing. Jane exclaimed, "I wished I could live out here, I
know I'd like it," "But remember you'll be away from your
parents." "You see my parents don't have too much time
for me, both of them work. This would be a nice place for
me to stay". This statement revealed the problems this
child faced. We were invited back for Sunday School the
following Sunday. The children were eager to return.
They asked the leader to please bring them back to the
Sxinday school, this the leader considered a happy pleasure.
Thus, the group made plans to assemble at nine o'clock
Sunday morning to c^rry out the preceeding plan.
Nine o'clock Sunday morning March 7, the children
assembled in front of Gammon Hall to go to Carrie Steele
Pitts Orphanage to attend their Sunday School. One of
the most stimulating worshipful experiences developed
enroute to the Orphanage. As we walked slowly one little
girl began singing "This is My Father's World", all join-,
ed in singing with her. One little girl remarked there
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are so many beautiful flowers, I wonder how they got there.
I'm sure no one came over here and planted them. Perhaps
God put them there, suggested one child. The leader then
told them a story entitled "In God's World". Of how
beautiful God made many things in the earth to help beautify
the world. Then the children began singing "For the Beauty
of the Earth" and "Tell me the Story of Jesus." All of
this was spontaneous and very meaningful to all. By the
time the children reached the Orphanage they had developed
a sense of reverence.
During the Sunday School assembly several of the
children contributed to the worship service through songs
and remarks. Dora who at the beginning of the year re¬
fused to express herself, made a wonderful contribution at
this meeting. It showed that when given the opportunity and
feeling of security she no longer had the inferior ^ 1-..,
We returned from this meeting discussing some of the
things that can be done to make life happier for us all.
SCHEDULE FOR AFTERNOON KINDERGARTEN GROUP
IjOO - ljl5 p.nfi.
1:00 - 1;25 p.m.
1:30 « 1}35 p*m.
1;35 - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 - 2:10 p.m.
2:10 - 2:35 p.m.
2:35 — 2:55 p.m.
2:55 - 3:00 p.m.
3:00 - 3:45 p.m,




Rest or Look at books.
Lesson, conversation and activity period.
Story telling, record playing or looking
at slides.










The kindergarten which ie a part of the Bethlehem
Center is open daily to serve residents of the South Atlanta
Community. This school is open to children whose ages range
from three to five. The kindergarten is divided into two
sessions, morning and afternoon. The former begins its day
at nine o‘clock, the latter begins at one o'clock, and
closes at four o'clock. A fee of fifty cents is charged
■fox each child per week. The sessions are similar yet
different in two aspects. The children attending the
morning session have a longer play period, because the
afternoon breaks the child's day thus they have a sleep
period. The student teacher works with the afternoon
group.
On October 15, 1947 the student teacher was introduced
to fourteen boys and girls and their daily routine and
practices. In the beginning of the Year's work, a lengthy
period was spent in observation; however, an opportunity
was given occasionally for story telling and activity work.
For the last phase of the kindergarten work the complete
session was given to the student teacher to guide the
activities.
In the observation periods that the student teacher
availed herself of, the opportunity to notice reaction
during the play period, study period, activity period,
lunch period, bathroom period and sleep period was given.
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As the children enter school the play period begins
and continues for twenty to thirty minutes. If the weather
oermits play period is supervised on the outside. There
the children have an asset to such equipment, though
limited, as swings, a sliding board and a sand-box. This
provides one of the greatest opportunities for the obser¬
vation of sharing and temperament of the children. They
must take turns in sharing the swings and sliding board.
The teacher gives the child an opportunity to make his own
decision about giving up things, for example, when a child
comes to the student teacher or regular teacher to request
one child to give up a toy, the teacher usually uses this
approach "I’m sure if you will ask Thomas for the swing
when he finishes with it he will call you.” This is to be
done in the presence of both children. Responses are
different but usually it seems quite beneficial. Invariably
the child is honest enough to give up the toy.
Indoors where the children play when the weather is
unfavourable, is equipped with a swing, a large automobile
and several small ones, a tricycle, a wagon and a furnish¬
ed playhouse. Also five dolls, blocks, trains and several
smaller toys. Again a vast opportunity presents Itself to
observe reactions as regards attitudes, cooperation, kind¬
ness and sharing. The children put their toys away as
soon as they finish playing with them.
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After plMy period, the children come to their chairs
which are arranged in a semi-circle style. Animal pictures
are placed on the back of each chair for the child to iden¬
tify his own chair. The children may rest a minute or two
on the back of their chairs then look through a book or so
before the lesson period begins. Immediately after rest
period the children Join in a short devotional period.
They Join in singing the “Good Afternoon Song", all sing
"Good Afternoon, Good Afternoon, Oh how do you do, I'm very
well, I'm very well, and I hope you are too." They then
Join in orayer. "We thank thee Heavenly Father for all we
have today, help us in our work and help us in our play.
Amen." If desired a song may be sang. The children are
then led into a conversational period with the teacher
asking if anyone has anything to tell the group. In¬
variably the children respond immediately. This gives
the child an opportunity to express himself in the mean¬
time develop respect for one another. They are con¬
stantly reminded that only one person can talk at a time.
The lesson period begins immediately after conver¬
sational oeriod. The regular lessons are taken from a
1
book entitled "Before we Read". This study is a pre-
reading course designed to help children follow a devel¬
opmental sequence from simple to complex activities.
Activities center around several broad-units that are
1. William S. Gray and Marion Monroe "Before We Read".
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of interest to children such as pets, toys, work and play;
at home; the zoo,.and plants. The study will help promote
the growth of language. But the teacher must provide an
atmosphere which allows children to feel free to talk, sen-
1
tence structure and growth in thinking will also develop.
The student teacher was given opportunity to direct
several activities. The first one was the Halloween activity.
The children made hats. This was a pasting activity.
Various skills were shown, some could paste well, others
received more assistance. A following activity had its
development during the month of February. This activity
was pasting stars on a flag then counting them. The final
activity was a dramatization of the "Little Red Hen".
The lunch period follows the activity period. Every
child returns to the serai-circle to sing the next little
song for the preparation. "Every day we wash our hands
before lunch. This is how we wash our hands everyday."
Each child then takes turn washing their hands. After the
last child finishes washing his hands, the children sit
aroxmd the table for their lunch. Each day a child is
given the responsible task of preparing the table for
lunch, by placing a straw cartoon of milk and a napkin by
each place. After the cartoons are properly opened so
that the children can place their straws in their milk.
1. Ibid. Cover page
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a prayer id offered "We thank thee for the wholesome grain,
growing on the sunny plain, We thank thee for the cows that
give, Wholesome milk on which we live." Amen.
The children are observed for their table manners and
conversation. No child is rushed to finish regardless of
the length of time spent to finish.
This period is followed by the bathroom period. The
children are assisted accross the hall to the bathroom.
Although some assistance is necessary the child is definite¬
ly encouraged to button and unbutton his own cloths. The
children afterwards return to their circles and prepare
for bed, the record "Bedtime" is played to encourage sleep
and, again ^hey are encouraged to take on the responsibility
of untying their shoe laces and unbuttoning buttons. They
are then assisted in becoming comfortable in bed. A prayer
is offered after the last child is ready and in bed. "Tired
now from work and play. To our Jesus Christ we pray. May
the little child be blessed. Give us peaceful sleep and rest.
Few reactions may be seen in the child's sleep period.
Some go to sleep immediately, others slowly, one or two
never. One child said, "I don't go to sleep because when
I'm sleeping good it is time to get up." The children are
encouraged to rest if they don't sleep.
Additions to this regular routine may be slides with
accompanying records; records of various kinds, bulletin
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boards for children to constantly observe, songs, plays
and excursions.
It is obvious that the child has quite a full day for
the limited time. Due to limited facilities few can be
accomodated.
CHAPTER VI
AN EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT
The preceedlng pages of this report revealed that most
of the association and guidance was given in the Playmate’s
group rather than in the kindergarten. This was due prima-
•t’ily to the fact that the kindergarten is an established
group in the Bethlehem Community Center with a paid worker
and the student teacher acted as an assistant with this
program, while the Playmates group was organized and super¬
vised by the writer under the direction of Mrs. Arthur W.
Swann.
The Playmates group met only once each week, therefore,
we recognize that not too much growth can be anticipated in
such limited time, but regardless of the limitations some
constructive growth was realized. Success and failure have
been ours in the attempt to present situations that were of
real worth to these children. When the Playmates group was
organized there was definite sub-groupings in the first few
meetings, but the activity period afforded an opportunity
to clear up this problem, and we succeeded quite noticeably
during the first few weeks. The children came in close
contact with one another and through self expression and
interchange of ideas they broke down the barriers which
caused them to sub-group themselves. The children who felt
superior discovered through association the worth of other
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children as they shared the same experiences and customs
therefore becoming friends.
The first unit of work which was called "At Work With
Jesus", Was meaningless to the children, the leader unable
to realize this error, continued through with the unit. An
honest opinion will reveal that her knowledge of subject
matter failed to present a solution when faced with a real
practical problem. The leader only saw the opoortunity of
working out this problem in the activity period, recognizing
that the law of readiness was abused. Since the children
were totally unprepared for any lesson on Jesus* life.
In a meeting not too far removed from the beginning, a
question was raised on the racial issue. This question did
arise out of a lesson in the first unit. Since a question
was asked the leader then recognized the opoortunity for a
search into this problem. The question, "Why do white people
hate Jews?" stimulated the whole group and a multitude of
questions arose concerning other peoples of the world. A
new unit centered on Peoples around the world, was planned.
Pictures were of utmost Importance. They served as the
most helpful guide for these children.
In such a unit children were presented facts that were
taken from recognized authorities, "Races of Men" was one
of the pamphlets used. A scrap book was worked out by these
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children. Each lesson was put in the scrap book in the
form of pictures and articles, a great benefit was gained
through this unit. It had leading on value because no one
unit could cover the vast number of problems issuing out
of such a discussion.
The play period though a vital part in the development
of the children, was practically omitted in this group be¬
cause of the request from the children. Such statements as,
"We Can play at school, but we don't have activity and
stories. We actually don't have time to play". Thus the
play period was partially omitted.
Activities and stories, lessons and conversation were
of much importance to this group and they gave opportunity
for self expression and development of feelings of security
through guidance. Creativity and originality was most
noticeable in the group, one little girl which was parti¬
cularly shy did the most effective creative work that was
done. Each activity was planned to bear directly on the
lesson of the day. For instance if the lesson was centered
around Palestine or Jesus' home life, then the activity
would be building Palestinian homes, or making headdresses,
or a similar Palestinian activity. Each activity was
planned to help them toward a better understanding of the
lesson. The children were stimulated to express them¬
selves freely and ask questions that they failed to ask
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during conversational and lesson period. The activity
period presented a grand opportunity to find out the
attitudes of the children. Constructive growth could he
seen as a result of dealing with these children. For an
example, Jane the eight year old girl, who on entering
the Playmates Club, felt that she was superior to others,
she had an indifferent attitude, was selfish and unkind
all more especially newcomers to the club. Often she
rendered remarks which she felt would hurt her clubraates
feelings. She would snatch things from others and frown
at everybody, but by constantly meeting with the group,
and watching their reactions, listening to stories, join¬
ing in worship, she soon recognized some of her faults
and set about gradually to correct them. It was quite
pleasing one day when she entered the club and shared her
candy with everyone. And later on during activity period
she was heard saying, "Dora, please pass me the scissors",
and again sbe said to Mack, "You hear John talking, you
must respect your friends." Again and again as opportunity
presented itself Jane made a remarkable change. Another
little girl whom we call Dora, joined the Playmates Club
but simply refused to express herself orally. She was
always attentive and quiet, always gave a nod of approval,
but still did not participate in the conversation. She
always did a very excellent job during activity period.
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Because of regular attendance and the encouragement she
received from both the children and the leader, Dora found
that she was of real worth. She began to express herself
frequently in each meeting, giving suggestions, reading
stories and poems. Perhaps the height of her self express¬
ion was shown in the response she gave to a question which
was asked the entire group during the Sunday School
assembly period at the Orphanage.
In the two cases cited, were two extremes of inferiority
and superiority. It was interesting to note the change
which gradually came over each of these children, yet I
cannot say definitely what one thing brought about the
change.
At the outset the worship period was one of the most
meaningless phases of the club. The leader attempted to
make worship apart from the other activities. A specific
time was set for this period. The worship period was
carried on regardless of its non-value. The children were
unprepared for this period so this did not prove itself
worthwhile.
The worship period gradually took on more meaning when
an atmosphere was created to make it worthwhile. First the
worship was planned as a result of what happened in a
previous lesson, perhaps a child would offer to help which
at once meant that it would stimulate more interest on
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the part of the children. There were times when the children
entered the room records were playing, they would enter the
room quietly, take their seats and listen very attentively.
It was then easy to lead them from this state of mind into
prayer and singing. A story or discussion usually followed.
There were other times when songs which were of large
print were placed on the wall, this drew the attention of
tne children as they entered the room and they often ex¬
pressed a desire to sing. The leader who hoped for tnis
response would present a litany which tney had learned. All
joined in singing. The other part of the worship followed.
One day a little hoy exclaimed, "I know a prayer" and he was
permitted to share it with the group. This seemed to
stimulate the group and one after the other shared prayers
and poems, many of which were in keeping with the theme
of worship for the day.
The most worshipful experience wnich we had was a
spontaneous one. It was led hy one of the little girls as
we were enroute to visit the orphanage for Sunday School
she expressed how beautiful the flowers were, and wondered
who put them there. They decided that if no one planted
that God must have given them to make everything beautiful.
One little girl exclaimed yes. God planted them because
if we remember what the song tells us about this being our
Father's world, so he must have made the flower to beautify
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His world. So they began to sing •'This is My Father's
World**, Since the flowers were so beautiful it wss suggested
that they take a bunch of flowers to the Orphanage. They
gathered the flowers and made a boquet of the flowers which
each had gathered. In that quiet moment I felt that worship
for me was real, and from the expressions of the children
it was meaningful to them. They seemed to have benefited by
this experience.
Though it is needless to be too optimistic, I feel that
some constructive experiences were gained through the Play¬
mates club.
1. The project became meaningful to the leader,
2. The program became worthwhile to the children.
3. The shyest girl developed a sense of security
in the group.
4. The worship period became meaningful.
5. The program had increasing value.
6. The children were led to discover some of their
problems and correct them,
7. The children who felt superior gained a sense of
the worth of the other children who felt inferior.
This particular portion of the report clearly shows how
easy it is to set forth purposes, principles and plans for
a project; yet how different it is when faced with a practl*-
cal situation. If the leader does not first become inter-
grated in her program it will not be a successful one. If
the leader does not first become intergrated in her program
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it will not be a successful one. If redirection and new
emphasis had not soon been employed the club would not have
been a successful one. The leader grew with this group,
and the experience was indeed an experimentation which was
of unforgetable value to all concerned. The group became
’•real" to the leader and only then did it become worth¬
while to the children.
RECOMENDATIONS
In order that a more effective experience may he gained
by students in the department of Religious Education for
another year I hearby make these recommendations:
1. That the pro;Ject be indirectly connected with Church
School work which includes working with youth in their
Methodist Youth Fellowship activities; with children in the
Church School and vacation Church School; and adults in
leadership training classes.
2. Students should seek more aid from advisors.
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